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BOGNER PRE Collection Fall/Winter
2023

The Alpine Express

The BOGNER PRE collection Fall/Winter 2023 is all about the Alpine Express.
A train that is on its way from the city to the mountains. A season of
adventure is upon us. The BOGNER PRE collection Fall/Winter 2023 is
inspired by glamorous, already proven designs reinterpreted: High-
quality, natural fabrics combined with progressive technical materials create
a casual elegance that sets the mood for the season.



The looks for Women feature an elegant color palette of White, Off-White,
Silver Desert and Black, as well as highlights of Syrah Red and Iris Blue. The
silhouette is feminine and modern: Oversized styles such as dropped
shoulders and wide-leg pants meet fitted cuts in different variations. The
luxurious material selection of cashmere, bamboo sweat, silk, nappa leather
and suede creates a sensational look. 

For men, the BOGNER PRE collection features rich brown tones, off-white,
off-black and an impressive pink. The selected color palette is found
on high quality materials such as Italian baby corduroy, masculine velvet,
Bavarian wool padding, nylon and two travel wool qualities from the Italian
textile houses Trabaldo Togna and Milior.

The luxurious combination of exclusive wool yarns with colorful down shapes
for women and athleisure suits with polo shirts for men ensure a sporty
appearance with luxurious flair – true to the motto Athluxury Sports Fashion.

Willy BOGNER GmbH, based in Munich, is an internationally successful lifestyle
company and the leading provider of exclusive sports fashion, luxurious
sportswear and designer fashion. The company appears in over 50 countries with
the BOGNER (Woman, Man, Sport, Kids) and FIRE+ICE brands as well as licenses.
The company, which has existed since 1932, is led by Gerrit Schneider, owner is
Willy Bogner. More information: bogner.com.
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